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Abstract
In the present paper, the stress distribution and the frictional coefficient on the
interface between the tool and the chip in the veneer cutting with the sharp bar were
made clear, using the composite tool which was divided into two parts. The results
obtained are summarized as follows:
(1) The frictional coefficient (f1) in veneer cutting can be derived approximately
from the frictional theory, as shown in Fig. 1 and expressed by Eqs.(1)"""(9), and be
expressed by Eq. (10).
(2) The frictional coefficient ( f1) on the interface between the tool and the chip
under the sharp bar compression can be considered to be constant. f1 decreases as the
depth of cut (t) increases, and is smaller with air-dried workpieces than with water-
saturated ones. But f.1 is smaller in the veneer cutting with the sharp bar than with-
out a pressure bar (Table 2).
(3) As the horizontal opening (H) decreases, both normal stress ( a) and frictional
stress ( T) increase, but the increasing tendency of a is more remarkable than that
of T. On the basis of the change of these stress distributions with the change of
H, f1 can be considered to show a decreasing tendency as H decreases (Table 3).
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of contact behavior at inter-






Fig. 3. Geometry of veneer cutting with composite tool
divided into two parts and technical terms used.
a : clearance angle; 13 : sharpness angle; t : depth of cut; fl., : rake
face length of T,- knife; fl..: actual chip-tool contact length; h k , W
: protrusion of tool edge and width between T,- and 1'2- knives: N,
F: normal and frictional forces acting on 1'2' knife; ¢ : contact
angle between workpiece surface and pressure bar face; h , U :
horizontal and vertical distances between pressure bar and knife ;
H(=h/t X 100 (%», V(=u/t X 100 (%»: horizontal and ver-
tical openings.
w-ill!}- will!} :[ill}
( I ) ( II ) ( III )
AR <: A AR< A AR=A
Fig. 2. Relation between T and a.
eM. C. Shaw, et. al.)')
W: normal load; F: frictional load; f1 : fric-






Fig. 4. Cutting direction.
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Workpiece Air-dried Water-saturatedcondition Water-saturated
Cutting a =1°, {3 =25°,
condition 1=144.9 mm/min
H 5% 0, 10,20 %
V 85 % 85 %
t 3,5 mm 5 mm






f: food spood of workpiece; n: number of replicated cuts;
a, /3, H, V, t and R.,: refer to Fig. 3; cutting direction
T Land RL : refer to Fig. 4.




t With sharp Without pres-condition
bar sure bar a )
Water- 3 0.64 0.70




oJ values from previous report II) ;
t : depth of cut (mm).
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Table 3. Effect of horizontal opening (H) upon normal stress (a), frictional stress ( T) and
frictional coefficient (fJ.). (Experiment IT)
~
Cutting direction T Cutting direction R·
H=O% H=10 % H=20 % H=O% H=10 % H=20 %
a 0.54 f!. -0.68 0.41f!. 0.72 0.32 P- 0.76 0.41 f!. 072 0.36 f!. 0.73 0.32 f!. 0.72
T 0.20 f!. -0.19 0.19 £0.12 0.15 £ - 013 0.21 f!. 078 0.20 £ -013 0.18 f!. -071
fJ. 0.38 0.48 0.48 0.52 0.54 0.55
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Fig. 5. Change of frictional force (F) and normal force (N) with change of rake face length
(R,) at various horizontal openings (H). (Experiment IT)
-J- : H=O % ; -- : H=10 % ; -@- : H=20 % ;
workpiece condition: water-saturated; vertical opening: V=85 % ; depth of cut: t= 5 mm ; cutting direction '1\ and
R.c : refer to Fig. 4.
Fig. 6. Relation between frictional stress ( T) and nor-
mal stress (a). (Experiment IT)
- : proportional relation between r and a over a rake face
under various pressure bar compressions; ------ : change of 7" with
increase of a at a special distance on rake from tool edge ( R ) ;
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Fig. 2~~) Ie::.~ L t.: J:. oj tJ:.~ (AmontonO)t!fllJ) I;: L t.:iJ~ oj 0 it.:, }]5tiJ) i? -}.E O)-g
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